The phase-field method is an established and versatile tool for the modeling of microstructure evolution in complex systems. We consider the stationary motion of planar interfaces between two phases at different bulk free energy levels. This configuration is used to quantify the influence from artificial grid-friction in different phase-field models. Following the striking ideas from A. Finel et al. [1] , we show that restoring translational invariance in a certain direction indeed eliminates artificial grid-friction for interface propagation in this direction. Moreover, the theoretic interface velocities are reproduced by orders of magnitude more accurately, even if the diffuse interface profile is only marginally resolved by just one grid point and less. Finally, we propose a new phase-field model, which restores translational invariance in the direction of local interface motion. We show that, even for marginally resolved interface-profiles, the new model provides frictionless motion for arbitrarily oriented planar interfaces.
The phase-field method is an established and versatile tool for the modeling of microstructure evolution in complex systems. We consider the stationary motion of planar interfaces between two phases at different bulk free energy levels. This configuration is used to quantify the influence from artificial grid-friction in different phase-field models. Following the striking ideas from A. Finel et al. [1] , we show that restoring translational invariance in a certain direction indeed eliminates artificial grid-friction for interface propagation in this direction. Moreover, the theoretic interface velocities are reproduced by orders of magnitude more accurately, even if the diffuse interface profile is only marginally resolved by just one grid point and less. Finally, we propose a new phase-field model, which restores translational invariance in the direction of local interface motion. We show that, even for marginally resolved interface-profiles, the new model provides frictionless motion for arbitrarily oriented planar interfaces.
Diffuse interface models provide an elegant description of microstructure evolution involving phase or domain boundary motion. As compared to respective sharp interface descriptions, the difficult problem of explicit interface tracking is avoided, which allows for any topological evolution of the phase or domain structures, such as interface instabilities, shape bifurcations, coagulation events, particle nucleation or dissolution. Consequently, phase-field methods are extensively used in the simulation of complex evolution problems, such as solidification [2] , solid-state transformations [3] , crack propagation [4] [5] [6] [7] , dislocation dynamics [8] [9] [10] , ferro-electric domain evolution [11] , grain growth [12, 13] , as well as many other.
Quite often, the width of the diffuse interface appears to be the smallest length-scale in the system. Obviously, in all these cases one is interested in choosing the width of the interface as small as possible, while still keeping the benefits from the diffuse interface description. So far, artificial grid-pinning in the phase-field equation, which naturally results from the numerical discretization, has been the major limiting factor in this regard.
However, recently A. Finel et al. found a striking new way to diminish these forces in the phase-field equation.
The key point is to restore the translational invariance, that has been broken by the numerical discretization. In this formulation the width of the diffuse interface can take values equal or even smaller than the grid spacing without showing pinning to the grid [1] . The method is related to previous suggestions to improve the numerical performance of phase-field solvers via a nonlinear scaling of the phase-field equation by the profile function [14, 15] . While these articles focus on a hyperbolic tangent like phase-field profile, similar formulations involving the section-wise defined sinus-like phase-field profile have been independently proposed by J. Eiken [16] .
In this work, we consider the stationary motion of a planar interface between two phases at different bulk free energy levels. Then the bulk free energy difference drives the growth of the low-energy phase on the expanse of the meta-stable high-energy phase. This coupling of the phase-field to bulk energy density differences is prototypical for many different kinds of advanced phase-field models, where the respective driving forces are calculated from local concentrations or strains [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] .
For the case of constant driving forces the stationary phase-transformation velocity is exactly known. For special formulations also analytic functions for the diffuse interface profile exist. This information is used to quantify the accuracy of different implementations and models, and to quantitatively investigate the influence of artificial grid-pinning in the phase-field equation.
Specifically, we investigate the influence of varying interface orientations on the stationary motion of interfaces using different phase-field models. We observe that phase-field models with a restored translational invariance in fixed orthogonal directions may not provide frictionless motion of interfaces in directions other than those. Based on this, we propose a new phase-field model, which provides the translational invariance locally in the direction of interface motion. We show that this model indeed provides a frictionless interface motion for arbitrarily oriented planar interfaces in 3D, even if the phasefield profile is only marginally resolved.
The derivation of the phase-field equation is stated from a Helmholtz free energy functional
where V is the volume of the system. According to Einstein's summation convention, the summation over repeated indices is included but not explicitly written. ∂ i = ∂/∂x i abbreviates the partial derivative with respect to the coordinate x i . The equilibrium potential g(φ) has to provide the value zero, respectively for the two local minima at φ = 0 and φ = 1, which correspond to the two distinct phases of the system. λ denotes the width of the diffuse interface having a dimension of a length. The parameter Γ is the interface energy density with the physical dimension of an energy per unit surface area, and C Γ is a respective dimensionless calibration factor. Further information on the interfacial energy density calibration is provided in the supplementary material. Finally, there is the free energy density difference µ, which favors the growth of the phase φ = 0 on the expanse of the phase with φ = 1. The interpolation function h(φ) satisfies, h(0) = 0, h(1) = 1 and further provides vanishing slope at φ = 0 and φ = 1.
The time-evolution of the phase-field is proportional to the variational derivative of the free energy functional (1) with respect to the phase-field φ. We write the equation of motion as
where M is a kinetic coefficient comparable to the diffusion coefficient having the physical dimension [M ] = m 2 s −1 [26] . Different variants of the phase-field model in Eq. (2) have been implemented in a unified finite difference framework. The different variants result form different choices for the equilibrium potential g (φ) as well as the interpolation function h (φ). We consider the stationary motion of a planar interface between two phases at different bulk free energy. Thus, a constant amount of energy per unit time interval dissipates via the proceeding phase transformation. Then the phase transformation velocity is exactly determined and relates to the imposed free energy density difference µ by v th = −M µ/Γ. Moreover, if further choosing
, we have a special analytic solution of the phase-field equation (2), also called the phase-field profile φ 0 (r, t) = (1 − tanh (2 (r · n − v th t) /λ)) /2.
Here n is the unit vector normal to the interface plane, r is the position vector and v th denotes the theoretic interface velocity. Grid pinning Fig. 1 illustrates the influence from artificial grid-friction on the stationary motion of planar interfaces in one dimension. An animated version of Fig. 1 is provided in the supplementary material. We compare the resulting interface motion for different choices of the ratio between the phase-field width and the numerical grid spacing λ/d. On top a snapshot of the phasefield during the simulation is plotted, where phase-field is given by the symbols. This is accomplished by a plot of a least square fit of the profile function (3) to the phasefield, as indicated by the solid lines. Below, first the energy density and then the fitting value for the phasefield width is plotted both as function of the advancing center of the interface x 0 = v th t.
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g( ) has to provide the value zero, respectively for the two local minima at = 0 and = 1, which correspond to the two distinct phases of the system. denotes the width of the diffuse interface having a dimension of a length. The parameter is the interface energy density with the physical dimension of an energy per unit surface area, and C is a respective dimensionless calibration factor. Further information on the interfacial energy density calibration is provided in the supplementary material. Finally, there is the free energy density difference µ, which favors the growth of the phase = 0 on the expanse of the phase with = 1. The interpolation function h( ) satisfies, h(0) = 0, h(1) = 1 and further provides vanishing slope at = 0 and = 1.
The time-evolution of the phase-field is proportional to the variational derivative of the free energy functional (1) with respect to the phase-field . We write the equation of motion as
where M is a kinetic coefficient comparable to the diffusion coefficient having the physical dimension [M ] = m 2 s 1 [26] . Different variants of the phase-field model in Eq. (2) have been implemented in a unified finite difference framework. The different variants result form different choices for the equilibrium potential g ( ) as well as the interpolation function h ( ). We consider the stationary motion of a planar interface between two phases at a different bulk free energy level. Thus a constant amount of bulk free energy per unit time interval dissipates via the proceeding phase transformation. This provides an exact expectation for the phase transformation velocity. Moreover, if further choosing g( ) = 8 2 (1 ) 2 and h( ) = h 3 ( ) = 2 (3 2 ), we have a special analytic solution of the phase-field equation (2), also called the phase-field profile 0 (r, t) = (1 tanh (2 (r · n v th t) / )) /2.
Here n is the unit vector normal to the interface plane, r is the position vector and v th denotes the theoretic interface velocity, which relates to the imposed free energy density difference µ by v th = Mµ/ . Grid pinning Fig. (1) illustrates the influence from artificial grid-friction on the stationary motion of planar interfaces in one dimension. Within the supplementary material an animated version of Fig. 1 is provided. In this figure, we compare the resulting interface motion for different choices of the ratio between the phase-field width and the numerical grid spacing /d. On top a snapshot of the phase-field during the simulation is plotted, where phase-field is given by the symbols. This is accomplished The influence of artificial grid-friction on the motion of a planar interface. Comparison of a conventional phase-field formulation for different phase-field widths /d with the one dimensional Sharp Phase-Field Model (1D SPFM), as proposed by [1] , for a marginally diffuse interface (green curves) by a plot of a least square fit of the profile function (3) to the phase-field, as indicated by the solid lines. Below, first the energy density and then the fitting value for the phase-field width is plotted both as function of the advancing center of the interface x 0 = v th t.
Resulting from artificial grid-friction, we observe oscillations in the interface energy and the fitted phase-field width as the center of the interface passes one grid point after the other. Further, also the average interface width is found to be below its expectation value. This effectively squeezed phase-field profile results in an interface velocity that is clearly below the expectation even in average. As the phase-field width gets smaller, we observe an increase in the oscillation amplitude as well as increasingly larger drops of the average values. Finally, for the conventional model at /d = 2.0, this culminates in fully destroyed interface kinetics with a vanishing transformation velocity, that is commonly referred to as gridpinning.
In contrast, the translationally invariant one dimensional Sharp Phase-Field Model (1D SPFM) by A. Finel et al. [1] , as shown by the green-curves in Fig. 1 , is not subjected to any of these effects even-though the phasefield width has been chosen to be as small as /d = 0.5. Operating a phase-field model with such a marginally diffuse interface, means that for half of the time it is not even necessary to have a single grid point sitting inside the ± /2 interval around the interface center! During the simulation, the central interface position Due to artificial grid-friction, we obtain oscillations in the interface energy and the fitted phase-field width as the center of the interface passes one grid point after the other. Furthermore, the average interface width is found to be below the analytic expectation. The squeezed phase-field profile propagates with a clearly smaller average velocity than expected. With decreasing phase-field width, we obtain increasing oscillation amplitudes as well as increasingly larger drops of the average values. For the conventional model this culminates in fully destroyed interface kinetics, if λ/d ≤ 2.0, which is commonly referred to as grid-pinning.
In contrast, the translationally invariant one dimensional Sharp Phase-Field Model (1D SPFM) by A. Finel et al. [1] , as shown by the green-curves in Fig. 1 , is not subjected to any of these effects even-though the phasefield width has been chosen to be as small as λ/d = 0.5. This means that for half of the time not even a single grid point is sitting inside the ±λ/2−interval around the interface center! The central interface position φ(r 0 ) = 1/2, of such sharp interfaces, is measured by a special nonlinear interpolation, based on the analytic profile function (3) . For further information on this, we refer to section 5 in the supplementary material. From the evolving central interface position the momentary interface velocity is derived. In Fig. 2 , we plot the relative deviation of the measured interface velocity v from its theoretic ex- (r 0 ) = 1/2 is measured by a special nonlinear interpolation, based on the analytic profile function (3) . For further information concerning this special interpolation technique, we refer to section 5 in the supplementary material. From the evolving central interface position the momentary interface velocity is derived. In Fig. 2 , we plot the relative deviation of the measured interface velocity v from its theoretic expectation value v th according to Eq. (3) as function of the dimensionless driving force µ /4 . For the different values of the ratios, phase-field width over the grid spacing /d, the mean error is indicated by solid lines. The transparently colored areas indicate the respective oscillation range. The difference between the oscillation amplitude and the mean value is plotted as the colored areas. When the colored area is plotted above the mean value, we have the "healthy" situation that the measured interface velocity oscillates around the theoretic expectation value. In contrast to this, the "unhealthy" case, when the theoretic expectation is located somewhere outside the oscillation interval results in a colored area plotted below the mean value.
Since the conventional phase-field model is subjected to artificial grid-friction, we observe a reduced accuracy in the measured interface velocity. Even for interfaces as wide as /d = 5, these numerical effects eventually lead to the pinning to the numerical grid, if the driving force is small enough. In contrast, the 1D SPFM by A. Finel et al. [1] with translational invariance shows a very different behavior, even if the phase-field width is chosen to be as small as /d = 0.6. Instead of being increasingly stronger disturbed, the measured relative interface velocity becomes even more accurate as the imposed driving force gets smaller. Within the whole range of tested driving forces the measured interface velocity turns out to be by orders of magnitude more accurate than in the conventional phase-field model! In phase-field modeling, conceptually allowed values for the driving forces have to be small enough to guarantee the meta-stability of the high-energy phase. Considering the equilibrium potential in the continuum limit in conjunction with the interpolation function h 3 ( ), this is the case when the absolute value of the driving force is below |µ| < 4 / . For sake of simplicity the continuum value for the interface energy density calibration factor has been used: C ( /d = 1) = 2/3. This upper bound is proportional to the ratio between the interface energy density and the interface width / . Thus, for a given interface energy density a wider interface allows only for a smaller range of possible driving forces. This circumstance can be quite restricting in simulations of microstructure-evolution, such as dendritic solidification, where by numerical reasons the interface width needs to be largely overestimated as compared to the width of realistic solid/liquid interfaces [27] . One way to extend the range of possible driving forces for a given ratio / is to switch to steeper interpolation functions [18, 28] . The effect of using interpolation functions other than the natural one, for which a steady state solution of Eq. (2) exists, is that the nonequilibrium profile of the phase-field is altered. Steeper interpolation functions lead to a decrease in the phasefield width as the driving-force increases. Less steeper interpolation functions, instead, lead to an increase in phase-field width as the driving force increases. Further information on this topic is provided in the supplementary material in section 2.
Frictionless motion interfaces in 3D The remarkable frictionless motion is lost quite soon as the direction of interface motion starts to deviate from a direction of restored translational invariance. Considering interface propagation along different directions requires special boundary conditions for the phase-field. These have to account for a finite contact angle between the boundary plane and the direction of interface motion, as discussed in the supplementary material in section 4. Fig. 3 shows the mean relative deviation of the measured interface velocity as function of the interface orientation angle, for different phase-field models. The results from the model with fixed orthogonal directions of restored translational invariance (fixed TI) along the principal directions of the computational grid are shown purple color. It can be seen that for quite small missorientation angles, the error in the interface velocity is drastically increased. This is a clear sign for a partial loss of the remarkable properties provided by the translational invariance.
Note that the phase-field model with fixed directions of translational invariance (fixed TI) differs from the model purposed by A. Finel et al. in two quite significant respects. First, we restrict the implementation to just one plane family involving only next neighbor interactions in the Laplace operator. Second, the fixed orthogonal directions of translational invariance coincide with the prin- pectation v th as function of the dimensionless driving force µλ/4Γ. The mean error is indicated by the solid lines. The difference between the oscillation amplitude and the mean value is plotted as transparently colored area. When the colored area is plotted above the mean value, we have the "healthy" situation that the measured interface velocity oscillates around the theoretic expectation. In contrast, colored areas below the mean value denote the "unhealthy" case, when the theoretic expectation is located somewhere outside the oscillation interval.
Since the conventional phase-field model is subjected to artificial grid-friction, we obtain a reduced accuracy in the measured interface velocity. Even for interfaces as wide as λ/d = 5, these numerical effects eventually lead to the pinning to the numerical grid, if the driving force is small enough. In contrast, the 1D SPFM by A. Finel et al. [1] with translational invariance shows a very different behavior, even if the phase-field width is chosen to be as small as λ/d = 0.6. Instead of being increasingly stronger disturbed, the measured relative interface velocity becomes even more accurate as the imposed driving force gets smaller. Within the whole range of tested driving forces the measured interface velocity turns out to be by orders of magnitude more accurate than in the conventional phase-field model! In phase-field modeling, conceptually allowed values for the driving forces have to be small enough to guarantee the meta-stability of the high-energy phase. Considering the above mentioned potentials, g(φ) and h 3 (φ), this is the case when the absolute value of the driving force is below |µ| < 4Γ/λ, where the continuum value for the interface energy density calibration factor has been used: C Γ (λ/d = ∞) = 2/3. This upper bound is proportional to the ratio between the interface energy density and the interface width Γ/λ. Thus, for a given interface energy density a wider interface allows only for a smaller range of possible driving forces. This circumstance can be quite restricting in simulations of microstructure-evolution, such as dendritic solidification, where by numerical reasons the interface width needs to be largely overestimated as compared to the width of realistic solid/liquid interfaces [27] .
One way to extend the range of possible driving forces for a given ratio Γ/λ is to switch to steeper interpolation functions [18, 28] . The effect of using interpolation functions other than the natural one, for which a steady state solution of Eq. (2) exists, is that the nonequilibrium profile of the phase-field is altered. Steeper interpolation functions lead to a decrease in the phasefield width as the driving-force increases. Less steeper interpolation functions, instead, lead to an increase in phase-field width as the driving force increases. Further information on this topic is provided in the supplementary material in section 2.
Frictionless interfaces motion in 3D In three dimensional systems the interface motion direction appears as an important additional degree of freedom. Therefore, rotations of the interface orientation n in Eq. (3) need to be considered as well. In order to demonstrate this, we consider two different kinds of rotations, as sketched in Fig. 3 . The phase-field simulation of interface propagation along different directions requires special boundary conditions for the phase-field. These have to account for the finite contact angles between the boundary planes, as indicated by the gray lines in the sketches in Fig. 3 , and the respective direction of interface motion. The phasefield boundary conditions used here, are discussed in the supplementary material in section 4. Fig. 3 shows the mean relative deviation of the propagation velocity for interfaces being differently oriented with respect to the numerical grid. The simple cubic numerical lattice is considered to be fixed and alined with the Cartesian coordinate system. Further, we use a Miller index notation system, in which the three Cartesian directions correspond to the 100 −directions. The results from the model, where the directions of restored translational invariance have been chosen as fixed along the 100 −directions (fixed TI), are shown in purple color. Already, for quite small miss-orientation angles the error in the interface velocity is drastically increased. This is a clear sign for a partial loss of the remarkable properties provided by restoring translational invariance.
Note that the phase-field model with fixed directions of translational invariance (fixed TI) differs from the 3D Sharp Phase-Field Model (SPFM) purposed by A. Finel in two quite significant respects. First, we restrict the implementation to just one plane family involving only next neighbor interactions in the Laplace operator. Second, the fixed orthogonal directions of translational invariance coincide with the principle directions of the simple cubic computational grid, which is by far not the best choice. The 3D SPFM is expected to provide much better results, as indicated by the study of the sphericity of ciple directions of the simple cubic computational grid, which is by far not the best choice. The 3D sharp phasefield model by A. Finel et al. is expected to provide much better results, as indicated by the study of the sphericity of a growing sphere (see Fig. 2 in [1] ).
Due to the strong sensitivity to the interface orientation, we propose a new phase-field model with a different embedding of the method of restoring translational invariance, as proposed by A. Finel et al. [1] . In this model, we measure the local interface orientation and restore the translational invariance for this direction. The green curve in Fig. 3 shows the behavior of the new model. For all the different interface orientations, the mean error in the x component of the interface velocity is substantially below 1%. Therefore the new model indeed provides a near frictionless interface motion for arbitrarily oriented planar interfaces in 3D, even if the phase-field width is chosen as as small as /d = 0.6.
Next, we discuss the derivation of this new model. For the case of a vanishing driving force µ = 0 and a vanishing phase-field motion @ /@t = 0, the Allen-Cahn equation (2) reduces to the interface equilibrium condition, which reads in the discrete form as
Here, i denotes the discrete locations of the grid points, the lattice vector u k connects two neighboring grid points along one of the three orthogonal principle directions of the numerical lattice and d k = |u k | denotes the respective grid spacing. This discrete representation of the Laplaceoperator restricts to the first neighbor shell. A generalization involving further neighbor shells, similar to [1] , is possible but beyond the scope of the present work. Note, that the one parent equilibrium condition Eq. (2) is decomposed into three conditions for the three orthogonal directions, and we demand each individual k condition to be independently satisfied. Translational invariance of the phase-field solution (3) means, that the interface equilibrium condition has to be satisfied at any real time during the propagation of the interface. For each of the three different k directions,the analytic hyperbolic tangents profile (3) satisfies the following addition property [1] :
where the grid-coupling parameters a k are defined as
Here, n k denotes the projection of the unit normal interface vector onto the direction k. Note, that these gridcoupling parameters involve the local interface orientation, which implies substantially higher algorithmic complexity as compared to the model proposed by A. Finel et al., where the grid-coupling parameters are set as fixed together with the computational lattice (see Eq. (10) in [1] ). Using Eq. (5), Eq. (4) we obtain the modified derivative of the equilibrium potentials for the direction k
The equilibrium potential is given by the indefinite integral of Eq. (7), which results in Eq. (5) in the supplementary material. In the continuum limit d k ! 0, this potential converges the original quartic double well potential, because lim d!0 2 a 2 k /d 2 = 4. Especially for the marginally diffuse interfaces, usual numeric expressions for the interface orientation based on the phase-field gradient, such as the ones provided in [26] , are by far not accurate enough. Therefore, for the local calculation of the a k , we propose a new scheme based on the addition property Eq. (5) of the phase-field profile. The grid-coupling parameters for each lattice direction k is averaged as
Finally, to get a stable numerical scheme for the new phase-field model Eqs.
(2), (7) and (8) have be completed by an additional condition, which properly relates the calculated grid-coupling parameters a k for all the different directions k with each other. Therefore, we calculate the k projections of the normal vector, with n k = arctanh a k /(2d k ), enforce the unit length of the orientation vector n and re-calculate the corrected gridcoupling parameters a k using Eq. (6) .
Conclusion We investigate the influence from artificial grid-friction on the steady state motion of planar interfaces in different phase-field models within a unified finite difference framework a growing sphere (see Fig. 2 in [1] ).
Here, we propose a new 3D sharp phase-field description with a different embedding of the method of restoring translational invariance. In this model, we measure the local interface orientation and restore the translational invariance in this direction. The green curve in Fig. 3 shows the behavior of the new model. For all the different interface orientations, the mean error in the x−component of the interface velocity is substantially below 1%. Therefore the new model indeed provides a frictionless interface motion for arbitrarily oriented planar interfaces in 3D, even if the phase-field width is chosen as small as λ/d = 0.6.
Simulations of curvature driven shrinkage of a spherical particle have been performed as well, using the new model as well as the fixed TI model. Both models provide reasonable shrinkage kinetics, even for interfaces as sharp as λ/d = 0.6. However, as a results of the numerical discretization, the models suffer for anisotropic interface energies, unless the width of the interface is not substantially larger than the grid spacing. In the original 3D SPFM, the isotropization of the interface energy for the very sharp interfaces is achieved by the systematic extension of the Laplace operator beyond the next neighbor shell [1] .
Next, we discuss the derivation of this new model. For the case of a vanishing driving force µ = 0 and a vanishing phase-field motion ∂φ/∂t = 0, the Allen-Cahn equation (2) reduces to the interface equilibrium condition, which reads in the discrete form as
Here, i denotes the discrete locations of the grid points, the lattice vector u k connects two neighboring grid points along one of the three orthogonal principle directions of the numerical lattice and d k = |u k | denotes the respective grid spacing. This discrete representation of the Laplaceoperator restricts to the first neighbor shell. A generalization involving further neighbor shells, similar to [1] , is possible but beyond the scope of the present work. Note, that the one parent equilibrium condition Eq. (2) is decomposed into three conditions for the three orthogonal directions, and we demand each individual k−condition to be independently satisfied.
Translational invariance of the phase-field solution (3) means, that the interface equilibrium condition has to be satisfied at any real time during the propagation of the interface. For each of the three different k−directions, the analytic hyperbolic tangent profile (3) satisfies the following addition property [1] :
Here, n k denotes the projection of the unit normal interface vector onto the direction k. Note, that these gridcoupling parameters involve the local interface orientation, which implies substantially higher algorithmic complexity as compared to the model proposed by A. Finel, where the grid-coupling parameters are set as fixed together with the computational lattice (see Eq. (10) in [1] ). Using Eq. (5), Eq. (4) we obtain the modified derivative of the equilibrium potentials for the direction k
The equilibrium potential is given by the indefinite integral of Eq. (7), which results in Eq. (13) in the supplementary material. In the continuum limit d k → 0, the potential converges the original quartic double well potential, because lim d→0 λ 2 a 2 k /d 2 = 4. Especially for the marginally diffuse interfaces, usual numeric expressions for the interface orientation based on the phase-field gradient, such as the ones provided in [26] , are by far not accurate enough. Therefore, for the local calculation of the a k , we propose a new scheme based on the addition property Eq. (5) of the phase-field profile. The grid-coupling parameters for each lattice direction k is averaged as a k = a + k + a − k /2, where
To get a stable numerical scheme for the new phasefield model Eqs.
(2), (7) and (8) have be completed by an additional condition, which properly relates the calculated grid-coupling parameters a k for all the different directions k with each other. Therefore, we calculate the k−projections of the normal vector, with n k = λ arctanh a k /(2d k ), enforce the unit length of the orientation vector n and re-calculate the corrected gridcoupling parameters a k using Eq. (6) .
Conclusion We investigate the influence from artificial grid-friction on the steady state motion of planar interfaces in different phase-field models within a unified finite difference framework • To guarantee reasonable operation, conventional phase-field models require the phase-field width to be at least λ/d = 5.
• Following A. Finel et al. [1] , phase-field simulations with ten times smaller phase-field widths become feasible. For λ/d = 0.6, the model provides interface velocities that are orders of magnitude more accurate than any of those from before!
• A newly proposed model with translational invariance in the direction of local interface motion provides frictionless motion of marginally resolved diffuse interfaces for arbitrary interface orientations.
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In the supplementary material, we provide additional technical information about the modeling and the simulations presented in the manuscript.
Energy calibration in the phase-field model
Starting point is the Helmholtz free energy functional, as given in Eq. (1) of the manuscript, which is a volume integral over a phenomenological free energy density. To further allow for an arbitrary choice of the phase-field profile, we introduce the calibration factor C h , for the coupling to the driving force and write time-evolution of the phase-field as follows
For the case of a vanishing driving force µ = 0 and a vanishing phase-field motion ∂φ/∂t = 0, the Allen-Cahn equation (9) reduces to the continuum equilibrium condition
In the direction n normal to the interface, this condition is equivalent to λ 2 (∂ n φ) 2 = 2g(φ). In the nonequilibrium case, where µ = 0, we switch into a comoving frame of reference, which is locally following the interface with its normal velocity v n . Using the steady state condition, ∂φ/∂t = −v n ∂ n φ, as well as the equilibrium condition (10) the kinetic equation (9) 
where the normal velocity of the interface depends on the driving force via v n = −M µ/Γ. For a given phase-field profile, Eq. (11) provides a natural choice for the derivative of the interpolation function: ∂h/∂φ = ∂ n φ/C h . The natural interpolation function is given by the indefinite integral h(φ) = λ (∂ n φ 0 dφ 0 /C h . The calibration factor C h provides the necessary additional degrees of freedom to satisfy the interpolation condition h(1) = 1. Whenever, the energy is evaluated across the diffuse interface region, the model should provide the exact amount of energy excess, which corresponds to the imposed value interface energy density Γ. Therefore, the calibration factor C Γ for the interface energy can be calculated via the following line integral C Γ = f (φ 0 , ∂ i φ 0 ) µ=0 dn/Γ, where n denotes the direction normal to the interface, and φ 0 denotes a phase-field profile function, which contains one respectively oriented interface, where the phase-field variable undergoes the full transition from φ = 0 to φ = 1. For the case of the hyperbolic tangent profile this is given by Eq. (3) in the manuscript. In Fig. 4 , we plot the interface energy calibration factor C Γ as function of the dimensionless interface grid resolution number λ/d. For the marginally resolved diffuse interfaces, we obtain quite substantially different values for the calibration line integral mentioned above.
Alternative interpolation functions
For the translationally invariant formulation, the dimensionless free energy density is given by
Here, the modified equilibrium potential is obtained as the indefinite integral of the derivative in Eq. (7) of the manuscript
which is of course very similar to the one dimensional equilibrium potential proposed by A. Finel et al. (see S1 Supplementary material for: "Frictionless motion of marginally diffuse interfaces in phase-field modeling"
In this Supplemental Material file, we provide additional technical information about the modeling and the simulations presented in the manuscript.
Energy calibration in the phase-field model
For the case of a vanishing driving force µ = 0 and a vanishing phase-field motion @ /@t = 0, the Allen-Cahn equation (9) reduces to the continuum equilibrium condition
In the direction n normal to the interface, this condition is equivalent to 2 (@ n ) 2 = 2g( ). In the nonequilibrium case, where µ 6 = 0, we switch into a comoving frame of reference, which is locally following the interface with its normal velocity v n . Using the steady state condition, @ /@t = v n @ n , as well as the equilibrium condition (10) the kinetic equation (9) transforms to v n @ n = µ MC h @h( ) @ ,
where the normal velocity of the interface has to depend on the driving force, by v n = Mµ/ . For a given phase-field profile, Eq. (11) provides a natural choice for the derivative of the interpolation function, i.e. @h/@ = @ n /C h . The natural interpolation function is given by the indefinite integral h( ) = R (@ n 0 d 0 /C h . The calibration factor C h provides the necessary additional degrees of freedom to satisfy the interpolation condition h(1) = 1.
For the direction k, the modified equilibrium potential is obtained as the indefinite integral of the derivative in Eq. (7) of the manuscript
which is of course very similar to the one dimensional equilibrium potential proposed by A. Finel et al. (see Eq. (7) in [1] ). The major difference is that the gridcoupling parameter a k involves the interface orientation vector and is given by Eq. (6) . Further, the integration constant, has been chosen to further fulfill the condition g k (0) = g k (1) = 0. This is to allow an easy calculation of the interface energy density by the above mentioned line integral over the phase-field profile along the interface normal direction. Whenever, the energy is evaluated across the diffuse interface region, the model should provide the exact amount of energy excess, which corresponds to the imposed value interface energy density . Therefore, the calibration factor C for the interface energy can be calculated via the following line integral C = R f ( 0 , @ i 0 ) µ=0 dn/ , where n denotes the direction normal to the interface, and 0 denotes a phase-field profile function, which contains one respectively oriented interface, where the phase-field variable undergoes the full transition from = 0 to = 1. For the case of the hyperbolic tangent profile this is given by Eq. (3) in the manuscript. In Fig. 4 , we plot the interface energy calibration factor C as function of the dimensionless interface grid resolution number /d. For the marginally resolved diffuse interfaces, we obtain quite substantially different values for the calibration line integral mentioned above.
Alternative interpolation functions
Phase stability demands that a finite energy barrier separate the high-energy phase from the low energy phase. In other words, two the local minima of the potential energy density at = 0 and = 1 have to be separated by a maximum. For the equilibrium potential (12) in the continuum limit, i.e. g 1 ( ) = 8 2 (1 ) 2 , and its natural interpolation function h 3 ( ) = 2 (3 2 ), this condition is satisfied if the absolute value of the driving force remains below the upper bound |µ| < 8 /(3C ). In Fig. 5 , we plot the free energy density Eq. (5) as function of the phase-field for the equilibrium case and for the case with a non-vanishing quit large dimensionless driving force. However, instead of the natural choice h 3 ( ), steeper polynomials of higher order such as for instance h 5 ( ) = 3 10 15 + 6 2 are in use as well [28] . A steeper interpolation function allows for a larger window of possible driving forces.In Fig. 6 , we investigate the influence of the interpolation function on the non-equilibrium phase-field profile as function of the dimensionless driving force. The green curve correspond to the reference case, where we impose the translationally invariant equilibrium potential (12) as well as the interpolation function h 3 ( ), which correspond to the natural choice for the hyperbolic tangent profile. As expected, for the natural interpolation function, with very high precision, we obtain the equilibrium profile (3) regardless of the value of the imposed driving force. Beside the natural interpolation function h 3 ( ), this study is also done for a steeper h 5 ( ) and a flatter interpolation function h sin ( ). Note that the function h sin ( ) corresponds to the natural interpolation function for the case of a sinus-like phase field profile. Considering the derivatives of the interpolation functions with respect to the phase-field variable, then the relation between these potentials becomes obvious: @h 3 /@ = 6 (1 ), @h 5 /@ = 30 2 (1 ) 2 , and @h sin /@ = 8 p (1 )/⇡. All these interpolation functions have been normalized to satisfy the necessary interpolation condition h(1) = 1. The transparently colored areas again indicate the respective oscillation range of the phase field width as the center of the interface passes one grid point after the other. The oscillations come along with a broken translational invariance in the discrete formulation. As the natural interpolation function indeed leaves the profile as unchanged, resorting of translational invariance for finite driving forces is possible with no further modification of the formulation.
Grid-friction forces for the ideal profile
We investigate the total grid-friction forces acting on arbitrarily oriented planar interfaces in 3D. We find that the translational invariance is tied to a quite sharp window of interface orientations around the direction of translational invariance. The sharpness of this orientation window can be seen in the manuscript as well as Eq. (7) in [1] ). The major difference is that the gridcoupling parameter a k involves the interface orientation vector and is given by Eq. (6) . Further, the integration constant, has been chosen to further fulfill the condition g k (0) = g k (1) = 0. This is to allow an easy calculation of the interface energy density by the above mentioned line integral over the phase-field profile along the interface normal direction.
Phase stability demands that a finite energy barrier separates the high-energy phase from the low energy phase. In other words, the two local minima of the potential energy density at φ = 0 and φ = 1 have to be separated by a maximum. For the equilibrium potential (13) in the continuum limit, i.e. g ∞ (φ) = 8φ 2 (1 − φ) 2 , and its natural interpolation function h 3 (φ) = φ 2 (3 − 2φ), this condition is satisfied if the absolute value of the driving force remains below the upper bound |µ| < 8Γ/(3C Γ λ). In Fig. 5 , we plot the free energy density Eq. (5) as function of the phase-field variable for the equilibrium case and for the case with a non-vanishing large dimensionless driving force, being sightly below the upper bound. However, instead of the natural choice h 3 (φ), steeper polynomials of higher order, such as for instance h 5 (φ) = φ 3 10 − 15φ + 6φ 2 , are in use as well [28] . A steeper interpolation function allows for a larger window of possible driving forces. In Fig. 6 , we investigate the influence of the interpolation function on the nonequilibrium phase-field profile as function of the dimensionless driving force. The green curve corresponds to the reference case, where we impose the translationally invariant equilibrium potential (13) as well as the interpolation function h 3 (φ), which correspond to the natural choice for the hyperbolic tangent profile. As expected, for the natural interpolation function, with very high preci- resolved diffuse interfaces, we obtain quite substantially different values for the calibration line integral mentioned above.
Alternative interpolation functions
Grid-friction forces for the ideal profile
We investigate the total grid-friction forces acting on arbitrarily oriented planar interfaces in 3D. We find that the translational invariance is tied to a quite sharp window of interface orientations around the direction of translational invariance. The sharpness of this orientation window can be seen in the manuscript as well as sion, we obtain the equilibrium profile (3) regardless of the value of the imposed driving force. Beside the natural interpolation function h 3 (φ), this study is also done for a steeper h 5 (φ) and a flatter interpolation function h sin (φ). Note that the function h sin (φ) corresponds to the natural interpolation function for the case of a sinus-like phasefield profile. Considering the derivatives of the interpolation functions with respect to the phase-field variable, then the relation between these potentials becomes obvious: ∂h 3 /∂φ = 6φ(1 − φ), ∂h 5 /∂φ = 30φ 2 (1 − φ) 2 , and ∂h sin /∂φ = 8 φ(1 − φ)/π. All these interpolation functions have been normalized to satisfy the necessary interpolation condition h(1) = 1. The transparently colored areas indicate the respective oscillation range of the phase-field width as the center of the interface passes one grid point after the other. Increasing oscillation amplitudes indicate broken translational invariance in the discrete formulation. As the natural interpolation function indeed leaves the profile as unchanged, resorting of translational invariance for finite driving forces is possible with no further modification of the formulation.
Grid-friction for the ideal profile
We investigate the total grid-friction forces as calculated for the ideal phase-field profile according to (3) as function of the interface orientation n. We consider a discrete 3D system with a phase-field as represented by an array of 64bit floating point numbers each associated with a grid point within a simple cubic numerical lattice of size 301 × 11 × 11 (excluding the one stencil boundary halo). The phase-field values are initialized according to S3 S3 ) (see Fig. 3 ). The forces correspond to the integral over the right hand side of the phase-field equation (9) for µ = 0, using the ideal phasefield profile function (3) . The phase-field width is chosen to be /d = 1.
the ideal profile function (3), such that the interface is sitting in the middle of the system. Then the total gridfriction forces are defied as the system integral over the right hand side of the phase-field equation (9) (for µ = 0). This integral value oscillates, when the ideal profile is moved such that the interface center r n passes several grid points. In Fig. 7 , we plot the oscillation amplitude as function of the interface orientation angles # [001] and # [011] (see Fig. 3 ). Large values in the oscillation amplitude indicate a broken translational invariance. This can be recognized by looking at the black solid curve, which corresponds to the oscillation amplitude obtained for the conventional phase-field formulation with a completely broken translational invariance. We find that the translational invariance is tied to a quite sharp window of interface orientations around the direction of restored translational invariance. This can be seen in the results in Fig. 7 , which belong to the models with a restored translational invariance along the different fixed directions, as given by the respective plane family. In contrast, the new TI model (green curve), where translational invariance is restored in the direction normal to the interface, provides evenly small oscillation amplitudes regardless of the interface orientation. Again we point out, that the 3D SPFM proposed by A. Finel differs from the fixed TI model presented here, as we restrict to a description of the Laplace operator involving only the next neighbor interaction. As a consequence of this, the different variants of the fixed TI model, as shown in Fig. 7 , result form different values for the interplanar distance d k used to calculate in the respective grid coupling parameter a k . However, the unit vector u in the Finel-formulation (see Eq. (10) in [1] ) is also chosen as fixed for the whole simulation domain. This vector is perpendicular to the planes of the first plane family {h 1 , k 1 , l 1 }. The first plane family is the one which provides the different directions of translational invariance. The number of how many different directions of translational invariance are provided depends on the choice of the first plane family {h 1 , k 1 , l 1 }. For instance, the plane family {135} provides the maximal possible number of 24 linear independent equivalent directions, where the respective lattice planes all having exactly the same interplanar distance. In contrast, the plane family {100} just provides the minimal possible number of three linear independent equivalent directions.
The further included plane families, do not provide extra directions of translational invariance. As in the Finel-formulation the unit vector u does not have a planefamily-index i, these additional plane families are included for the recovering of an isotropization with respect to the interface energy density. As mentioned before, both models the the fixed TI as well as the new TI model suffer for anisotropic interface energies, unless the interface width is not substantially larger than the grid spacing. The isotropization of the interface energy by extending the Laplace operator beyond should also be applicable within the new formulation proposed here.
Contact-angle boundary conditions
We propose and implement a new type of boundary conditions for the phase-field, which enforce a certain contact angle # with the respective boundary. For a boundary plane with orientation k the phase-field value at a boundary grid point i + u k has to be calculated from the respective value at the neighboring field grid point i. The profile-shift by the length s n = d k sin # along the interface normal direction can be realized using the ) (see Fig. 3 ). The forces correspond to the integral over the right hand side of the phase-field equation (9) for µ = 0, using the ideal phasefield profile function (3) . The phase-field width is chosen to be λ/d = 1.
the ideal profile function (3), such that the interface is sitting in the middle of the system. Then the total gridfriction forces are defied as the system integral over the right hand side of the phase-field equation (9) (for µ = 0). This integral value oscillates, when the ideal profile is moved such that the interface center r n passes several grid points. In Fig. 7 , we plot the oscillation amplitude as function of the interface orientation angles ϑ [001] and ϑ [011] (see Fig. 3 ). Large values in the oscillation amplitude indicate a broken translational invariance. This can be recognized by looking at the black solid curve, which corresponds to the oscillation amplitude obtained for the conventional phase-field formulation with a completely broken translational invariance. We find that the translational invariance is tied to a quite sharp window of interface orientations around the direction of restored translational invariance. This can be seen in the results in Fig. 7 , which belong to the models with a restored translational invariance along the different fixed directions, as given by the respective plane family. In contrast, the new TI model (green curve), where translational invariance is restored in the direction normal to the interface, provides evenly small oscillation amplitudes regardless of the interface orientation.
Again we point out, that the 3D SPFM proposed by A. Finel differs from the fixed TI model presented here, as we restrict to a description of the Laplace operator involving only the next neighbor interaction. As a consequence of this, the different variants of the fixed TI model, as shown in Fig. 7 , result form different values for the interplanar distance d k used to calculate in the respective grid coupling parameter a k . However, the unit vector u in the Finel-formulation (see Eq. (10) in [1] ) is also chosen as fixed for the whole simulation domain. This vector is perpendicular to the planes of the first plane family {h 1 , k 1 , l 1 }. The first plane family is the one which provides the different directions of translational invariance. The number of how many different directions of translational invariance are provided depends on the choice of the first plane family {h 1 , k 1 , l 1 }. For instance, the plane family {135} provides the maximal possible number of 24 linear independent equivalent directions, where the respective lattice planes all having exactly the same interplanar distance. In contrast, the plane family {100} just provides the minimal possible number of three linear independent equivalent directions.
We propose and implement a new type of boundary conditions for the phase-field, which enforce a certain contact angle ϑ with the respective boundary. For a boundary plane with orientation k the phase-field value at a boundary grid point i + u k has to be calculated from the respective value at the neighboring field grid point i. The profile-shift by the length s n = d k sin ϑ along the interface normal direction can be realized using the S4 addition theorem for the hyperbolic tangent Eq. (5)
where the grid-coupling parameter is now defined as a ϑ = tanh (2d k sin ϑ/λ). This condition is schematically illustrated in Fig. 8 .
Measure of the interface position
It should be mentioned that for marginally diffuse interfaces the conventional measure of the interface position by a linear interpolation of the φ = 1/2 contourposition is not the best choice to approximate the real center of the phase-field profile. Especially, when the phase-field width is small compared to the grid spacing, the linear interpolation can provide a quite different result as compared to the interface position resulting from a least square fit using the analytic profile function. On the other hand performing a least square-fit only to get a measure for the local interface position is most often also not appropriate.
Therefore, we propose a nonlinear interpolation of the interface position based on informations form the analytic phase-field profile. The interpolated position, where the phase-field profile takes the arbitrary contour-level l (0 < l < 1) can be calculated as
where n k denotes the projection of the unit normal interface orientation vector onto the k−th cartesian direction, which also corresponds to one of the principle directions of the simple cubic numerical lattice in this case. In order to further regularize the resulting interface position as function of time, we impose an averaging between the two slightly different interface positions x int k (i) and x int k (i + u k ) of the two neighboring grid points, connected by the principle lattice vector u k , next to the position of the contour-level l , i.e. we have the condition (φ i − l) · (φ i+u k − l) ≤ 0.
Comments on the sinus profile
Here, we consider a phase-field model with a sectionwise defined sinus profile [19] , as follows φ sin (r) = (1 + sin πr/λ) /2 for |r| < λ/2 0 or 1 for |r| ≥ λ/2 ,
wherer = r · n − v th t. Here n is again the unit vector normal to the interface plane and v th denotes the theoretic interface velocity, which relates to the imposed free energy density difference µ by v th = −M µ/Γ.
The continuum equilibrium potential is found to be g sin (φ) = π 2 φ(1 − φ)/2, with the derivative ∂g sin /∂φ = π 2 (1 − 2φ)/2. In the continuum limit the interface energy calibration factor can be analytically evaluated to C sin Γ = f (φ 0 , ∂ i φ 0 ) µ=0 /Γdx = π 2 /8. The calibration factor for the interpolation function is C h = π 2 /8 = C sin Γ (λ/d = ∞). According to Eq. (11), the natural interpolation function for phase-field models with a sinus like profile is ∂h sin /∂φ = 8 φ(1 − φ)/π, i.e.
On the discrete lattice, we setr = id · n − r n , where i denotes the discrete locations of the grid points within the three dimensional numeric square lattice, d is the grid spacing and r n denotes the central position of the interface projected onto the interface normal direction.
Using ∂g sin /∂φ together with ∂h sin /∂φ, then the phase-field equation (9) promotes solutions of the form of (16). Again we ask for a profile-based relation between the phase-field value at i and the respective value at a neighboring grid point i ± u k in the direction k. Here, u k denotes the lattice vector connecting two the neighboring grid points along the direction k within the numerical lattice. For the sinus profile (16), we have the following addition property
now with two different grid-coupling parameters a k and b k for the lattice direction k, defined as a k = cos πd k 2λ n k , b k = sin πd k 2λ n k .
Here, n k denotes the projection of the unit normal interface vector onto the direction k, and d k = |u k | is the distance between the two neighboring grid points in the respective lattice-direction. Using Eq. (18) to satisfy Eq. (4) for an arbitrary value in r n , we obtain the modified derivative of the equilibrium potential for the direction k
which, except for a phase-field independent pre-factor containing the grid-coupling parameter, is identical to the original double obstacle potential. In order to get a complete description, this calculation however, should be done for any of the possible cases, i.e. grid points at the inner and outer borders of the interface.
Description of the supplemental movies
We attach three movies to this supplemental material: S5 1. Supplementary_material_2_Pinning_animation.mpg: This movie is an animated version of Figure 1 in the manuscript. Thus it illustrates the influence of artificial grid-friction on the motion of a planar interface in one dimension. We compare the behavior of the conventional phase-field formulation for different phase-field widths λ/d with the behavior of the Sharp Phase-Field Model (1D SPFM), as proposed by [1] , for a marginally diffuse interface (green curves)
Supplementary_material_3_Steady_state_-interface_motion.mpg:
This movie is an animated visualization of the evolution of the phase-field during the simulation of stationary motion of a planar interface with propagates under an angle of 45°with respect to the computational grid.
3. Supplementary_material_4_ContactAngleBD-.mpg: This movie illustrates the function of the newly proposed boundary conditions. They enforce a finite contact angle between the interface normal and the boundary plane. In this movie, we show a simulation of the shape-evolution of an initially cubic particle toward its spherical equilibrium shape under conserved phase volume. The particle is in contact with the bottom boundary, where a contact angle of 80°with respect to the boundary plane is enforced.
